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Equipment Updates 
By Jim Loiselle- EndZone Editor  - e-mail: jim.loiselle@lyfs.org  
 

The Wildcats in our continuing effort to improve and update our equipment and partnership with the Londonderry 
School District have made some exciting improvements/upgrades this season.  If you remember last year the 
Londonderry School District received a donation of a new scoreboard for the LHS track field.  Though they had the 
equipment they did not have the budget to install the new system.  Enter the Wildcats, we donated the $7,000 to 
install the improved scoreboard and timing system we use on the LHS track field. 
 

This season the Wildcats recently purchased a new set of cheer mats.  This 
Wildcat property will be stored at LMS but used by all Wildcat and LMS cheer 
squads as well as the LMS wrestling team.  (right – LYFS President Ryan 

Ouellette cleaning our new mats) Lastly, the Wildcats updated the speakers at the 
LHS track field.  For years the Cats would install our own sound system and 
speakers on the roof of the press box.  Working with the school district the 
Wildcats purchased and donated a set of new permanent stadium speakers 
installed at the track field press box.  With the new sound system installed by 
the district and the new speakers the Wildcats will be ready for game-day 
activities for many years to come.  These equipment and donations total over 
$10,000 and go a long way in improving the Wildcat program. 
 

8U vs. Crusaders 
By Levi Woodbury - EndZone Writer  - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org  
 

Londonderry 8U travelled to Stellos Stadium in Nashua to take on the Nashua Elks Crusaders in early Sunday 
morning week #2 football action.  The Wildcats won the toss and immediately took to action.  #11 Josh Wheeler 
returned the kick-off to the Londonderry 45.  After a lateral pass that did not gain any yards the running of #59 
Reagan Fitzgerald on 3 plays took the ball to the all the way down to the Nashua 8 yard line.  From there #87 
Sullivan Daron (below) punched it in for the Wildcat 6-0 lead.  The EP run attempt failed. 

 
For the rest of the first half both offenses stalled against the defensive pressure.  The swarming Cat defense was 
lead by #65 Aidan Donovan, #55 Aidan Marshall, and #58 Dante Fabiano (below left) each with 2 solo tackles.   
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The Nashua defense was equally stiff.  On Londonderry’s next possession the running of Aidan Marshall and 
Reagan Fitzgerald brought the ball down to the 32 yard line of Nashua but the drive stalled and the next Wildcat 
possession was a 3 and out. 

Nashua had equal problems on the ground against the 
swarming Cat defense.  The pressure caused the Nashua back 
to fumble.  Nashua recovered but on 4th down the Cats got the 
ball back on the 30 yard line with 26 seconds in the half.  With 
time against them the Cats could not score, but Londonderry 
continued to lead at the half. 
 

Nashua moved quickly to start the 3rd quarter.  On their opening 
play from scrimmage on the Londonderry 43 yard line the 
Crusaders launched a pass that was completed for a 43 yard 
TD score.  With the critical EP run made Nashua was up 7 to 6.   
 

In an amazing stretch Londonderry would get the ball back with 
9:19 left in the 3rd quarter and the Cat offense would keep 
control of the ball until 2:27 left in the 4th quarter.  For over 17 
minutes Londonderry slowly inch by inch advanced the ball 
down to the Nashua 16 yard line keeping the Nashua defense 
on the field the whole time as Londonderry circled backs 
through offensive sets.   

 

With just over two minutes left in the game the Crusaders would get the ball back and one play later, an 84 yard TD 
run from their single wing 
offense, would take control 
of the game and the final 14 
to 6 victory. 
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9U vs. Bedford 
By Samuel Dinsmoor - EndZone Writer  - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org  
 

The 9U Wildcats traveled to Bedford to play the Jaguars.  Please enjoy these 9U game pictures……… 
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Flag Fun vs. Bedford 
By Vito Roussell – Flag Head Coach  - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org  

 
Wildcat Flag Blue - The Wildcats rolled North this week to step 
on the fine fields of Bedford.  The early morning drive was not 
enough to slow down the Wildcat train.  Colton came up big with 
a long score on the opening drive of the game.  The subsequent 
drives by the Bedford team were halted by 3 first half tackles by 
Brody, a touchdown saving tackle by Tucker, 7 tackles by Colton 
and several key blocks by Devan, Caleb, Jason. 
 
The second half started with a similar result for the Wildcat blue.  
Ben threw a touchdown pass to Jacob who zipped and zagged 
his way carving up the Bedford defense for a long touchdown 
run.  He chipped in with 4 tackles.  Simon made 2 touchdown 
saving tackles to keep the Bedford team at bay. 

 
Wildcat Flag White - Scoring was hard to come by 
for both teams.  Jayden, Camryn, Andrew, Odin and 
Blake seemed to be around the ball all day.  Rocco, 
Tyler, Anthony and Cameron didn’t seem to get 
tired of pulling flags and showing great 
sportsmanship by handing the flags back to 
Bedford. 
 
The second half was punctuated by a couple of long 
runs by the quarterback Odin.  He was able to get 
the corner frequently behind the great blocks of 
Brenner, Camryn, Anthony and Andrew. 
 
We are looking forward to our Wildcats being leaders in the North, South and Matthew Thornton schools as school 
starts this week !! 
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12U Season Opener vs. Crusaders 
By Frederick Smyth - EndZone Writer  - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org 

 
In their opening game of the season, having a bye the first game, 
the 12U squad took on the Elks-Crusaders at Stellos Stadium in 
Nashua.  Londonderry took first possession deep in their own 
territory on the 26 and behind the running of #26 Matt Perron, #28 
Luke Longua, and #88 Colby Ramshaw quickly moved the ball 
down field.  However, an interception would put the ball back in the 
hands of Nashua. 
 

Predominately running a wish-bone offense Nashua would pound 
the ball behind power into the heart of the defense grinding out 
yards and first downs.  Through the early second quarter each 
offensive squad would have 3 possessions with no clear 
advantage. 
 

Londonderry was busy and stout on defense.  #42 Evan Iannazzo would record 5 solo tackles and a blocked EP 
kick in the 2nd quarter.  #34 Nathan Hilliard and #28 Luke Longua would record 5 solo tackles.  Some of the big 
guys on the line had swarming tackles and stops including #5 Cam Campbell and #84 Matthew Jasper.  #26 
Matthew Perron would record several solo tackles and a QB sack to stop a Nashua drive late in the 2

nd
 quarter.   

Nashua would power in a TD score to take a 6-0 lead into the half.  
 
Trying to break the battle at the line, Londonderry mixed 
things up taking to the passing game to keep the 
defense off balance.  #19 Ben Martin was 5 for 7 
passing - completing passes to #88 Colby Ramshaw 
and #26 Matt Perron. 
 

Nashua finding the running harder up the middle as the 
Wildcats answered their power with even more power.  
They started to mix in the pass to keep the D off 
balance.  In the 4

th
 quarter in a long sustained drive 

Nashua drove the ball down field mixing in sweeps and 
pass plays to their wish-bone attack.  With just under 3 
minutes in the game Nashua would score again on a 
receiver screen for a 7 yard TD and the 12-0 victory.  
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Reminder - Wildcat Nights at LHS Lancers !! 
By Will Kullman  – Football Director -  e-mail:  Will.Kullman@lyfs.org 

 
Wednesday – September 7

th
  

The Lancers varsity football team is sponsoring a Wildcats night and pizza party 
at practice on Wednesday, September 7

th
 from 6 - 8 pm on the varsity field.  The 

Wildcats encourage ALL of our players to attend.  Your coach or team parent will 
do ask for a head count for attendance, as they need an idea of the number of 
mouths they're going to feed……. 
 
Friday – September 9

th
  

Also, the Lancers will have another Wildcats night that week for their Home 
Game on Friday September 9

th
.  The Lancers will introduce our teams (not 

individual players) who will run from the south end zone to mid field as they are 
introduced before the game starts.  This is also a "white out" game, so the 
Wildcats will provide white "Wildcats Today, Lancers Tomorrow" t-shirts for all 
Wildcat players in attendance.  Your coaches or team parents will be asking for a 
head count for t-shirts and sizes.  Please stay tuned to your e-mails !   
 

 

Proper Training – It’s All in the Technique… 
By Jillian Michaels – Head Wildcat Trainer -  e-mail:  info@lyfs.org  

 
Cheerleading is 
putting a variety of 
skills together.  For 
example in the off-
season the Wildcats 
host tumbling clinics.   
 
Wearing multiple 
hats, Londonderry 
Wildcat President 
Ryan Ouellette took 
some time on the 
sidelines in Nashua 
to demonstrate the 
proper technique for 
performing 
cartwheels, and the 
cheerleaders 
practicing to make 
perfect. 
 

Way to go Ryan !! 
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11U Powers from Behind for the Win 
By Moody Currier - EndZone Writer  - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org 
 
There was lots of back and forth 
action through the first 3 quarters.  
On offense neither team could find a 
solid footing with the defenses 
taking advantage.  Trying to 
establish the running game the 
Wildcats mixed in #53 Drew 
Heenan, #10 Nathan Pedrick, #6 
Riley Boles, #41 Devin Ortiz, and 
#37 Brandin Robbins as running 
backs in the first half alone all 
totaling 65 yards through 2 quarters.  
Nathan Pedrick completed one pass 
to Andrew Kullman for 27 yards.  
The Crusaders took advantage of a tipped pass and interception to set up a 7 yard TD to take the 6 to 0 halftime 
lead. 
 

The heat and the pounding Wildcat defense began to take the toll on the Crusaders.  #53 Drew Heenan lead all 
tacklers with 6 solo tackles 3 for a loss.  #41 Devin Ortiz had 5 solo tackled including a QB sack.  #31 Ryan 
Pemberton also recorded 5 solo tackles.  #99 Nicholas Kotsakis had 4 solo tackles.  Rounding out the defense was 
#6 Riley Boles with 2 tackles for loss, #11 Dane Duarte, and #56 Dylan Wrisley with 2 tackles each. 
 

The Wildcat offense took control of the game in the 4
th
 quarter.  Riley Boles started the scoring with a 31 yard TD 

run early in the 4
th
 quarter to pull the Wildcats even.  Devin Ortiz ( #41 below) would begin to grind out yardage 

behind the line that was beginning to push Nashua back at will.  For the game Devin would rush 11 times for 103 
yards total including a 6 yard TD run (Andrew Kullman EP run) to pull Londonderry ahead 19 to 0 mid-way through 
the 4

th
 quarter. 

 
The Wildcats defense would come up big on the next series with Andrew Kullman taking an intercepted pass back 
74 yards for the Londonderry score (Ortiz EP) and the final 20 to 6 Londonderry victory. 
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10U Steady & Strong in Overdrive vs. Nashua 
By Moody Currier - EndZone Writer  - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org 
 

Nashua won the 
toss and deferred to 
the Wildcats.  Never 
looking a gift horse 
in the mouth the 
Cats took 
immediate 
advantage.   #1 
Cam Brutus took 
the kickoff 42 yards 
to the Nashua 28. 
#2 Quinton Delorey 
(right) would take 
the hand off and 
scamper untouched 
28 yards for the TD 

and with the Cam Brutus to #10 Jake Perron EP pass the Wildcats would lead 7 to 
0.  Cruise control was now on……… 
 

The Wildcat defense held and gave the ball back to the offense who immediately 
began marching down the field with Brutus and Delorey bringing the ball to the 9 yard line.  A Nashua interception 
in the end zone would end that drive.  But the Cats defense held.  #51 Kyle Jasper would recover a fumble and with 
a Cam Brutus run the Cats were on top 13 to 0 at the end of the first quarter.  Now in 2

nd
 gear………. 

 
Above-left – The PICTURE of the Week – 10U before their game !!! 
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Starting where they left off the defense and #7 Ethan Munro recovered a fumbled caused by #32 Isaac Proctor.  
From there on the 34 yard line and 3 plays later Cam Brutus would put the Cats ahead 19 to 0 early in the 2nd 
quarter.  Now in 3

rd
 gear…… 

 

The swarming defense was awesome holding Nashua to under 50 yards total offense.  Cam Brutus lead all tacklers 
with 10 solo tackles including 2 QB sacks.  Kyle Jasper would record 5 solo tackles.  #75 Tyler Miles (who blocked 
the middle all day), #24 Charles Lantz, #44 Killian Daron. #32 Isaac Proctor, and #9 Nathan Leonard all had tackles 
for loss. 
 

The 2nd half ended early with a lop-sided victory as Quinton Delorey and Cam Brutus scoring to make the final 
Londonderry 31 Nashua 0.  Full cruise control……. 
 

NUTFIELD TROPHY – 
PRELIMINARY GAME -  
Cats12U vs. Wolverine JV 
By Moody Currier - EndZone Writer  - e-mail: 
endzone@lyfs.org 
 
In a crisp and efficient opening series the Londonderry Wildcats 
12U offense marched down the field against the Wolverines JV 
defense.  Starting at their own 40 yard line and behind the 
running of #26 Matt Perron and #28 Luke Longua the Cats 
moved the ball into Derry territory.  A 15 yard pass, a slant on 
the right side, from QB #19 Ben Martin to #88 Colby Ramshaw 
and then a Martin QB sneak put the Wildcats in striking territory.  
Matt Perron (left) took the ball the final 5 yards and the TD (EP 
kick blocked) for the Londonderry 6-0 lead having consumed 
nearly 7 minutes of clock. 
 
Just that sharp, Derry took the kickoff and 3 plays later from a  
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power off-tackle play evened the score at 6.  Matt 
Perron and #84 Matt Jasper stopped the extra points 
run.  
 

Londonderry’s next possession started just as 
efficient, with Parron, Martin and Longua moving the 
ball securing a few first downs and taking time off the 
clock.  An incomplete pass and penalty pushed the 
Cats back and they surrendered the ball on downs.   
 

Taking over Derry again finding success pounding the 
ball up the middle scored mid-way through the 2

nd
  

quarter. Clicking on all cylinders the offense for 
Londonderry kicked in gear and with a variety of plays 
including a 10 yard TD pass from Ben Martin to Luke 
Longua Londonderry moved closer 12 to 14 with 40 seconds left in the half. 

Derry with little time remaining, just 
that quick, scored on 2 pass plays 
including a 35 yard TD bomb to pull 
ahead 20 to 12 at the half. 
 

The Wildcat defense made an 
impact starting the 3

rd
 quarter, #12 

Daron Grady recovered not one but 
two Wolverine fumbles.  Equally 
stiff the Derry defense would not 
bend and the Cats could not take 
advantage of the Derry miscues.  
Derry however did capitalize quickly 
on an intercepted pass returning 43 
yards for the score and 28 to 12 
lead.  Londonderry’s next 
possession ended with a quick 4 
and out and Derry quickly scoring to 

pull ahead 36 to12 at the end of the 3
rd

 quarter. 
 

Neither offense found solid ground through most of the 4
th
 quarter.  #42 Evan Iannazzo recovered a Derry fumble 

with 3 minutes left in the game on the Londonderry 26 stopping a Derry offensive drive.  Showing their ability to 
quickly move the ball the Wildcats struck next on a 52 yard TD pass from Ben Martin to Colby Ramshaw for the 
final score but the Derry victory 36 to 18. 
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Nutfield Trophy – Cats Defense Strong to the End 
By Henry B. Quinby - EndZone Writer  - e-mail: endzone@lyfs.org 
 

In high school the Lancers and Astros 
compete for the Mack Plaque in the fall 
and the Ball Family Trophy in the 
spring.  The school with the most 
seasonal sports victories claims the 
award to the next season.  At the youth 
level the Londonderry Wildcats and the 
Derry Wolverines play for the Nutfield 
Trophy.  Londonderry last won the 
trophy in 2015 and Derry leads the 
series 11 to 10.  Would Londonderry 
keep the trophy or surrender it back to 
Derry.  The Wildcat 14U and the Derry 
Wolverine Varsity would fight for 
bragging rights and the Nutfield Trophy. 
 
After a long kick-off the Cats found themselves deep in their own territory taking to the offense on their own 15 yard 
line.  After short gains by #56 Lance Martineau and #1 Aiden O’Loughlin Derry would intercept a Wildcat pass on 
the 27.  #77 Keith Cucinotta would stop the Derry back on a 4

th
 and short giving the ball back to Londonderry but 

still deep in their side on the 18 yard line.  A long run by #27 Luke Romanek would bring the ball down to the Derry 
31.  From there both the Londonderry and Derry offenses would stall under the defensive pressures. 
 
Defensively Londonderry was lead by #56 Lance Martineau with 4 solo tackles and a fumble recovery and #81 
Eugene Donovan with a QB sack and 4 solo tackles.  With 3 solo tackles each were #34 Daniel Gear, #37 Eric 
Raza, and #77 Keith Cucinotta.  #10 Alejandro Arnaiz would have 2 solo tackles and a blocked punt that set up a 
late Wildcat score. 

Derry would strike first mid-way through the 
2

nd
 quarter pounding the ball up the middle 

for a sustained drive.  Derry would get the 
on-side kick covered and quickly convert that 
for the 14 to 0 halftime lead. 
 
Late in the 4

th
 quarter the Wildcat defense 

down 20 to 0 with minutes to play would flex 
their strength again with Arnaiz’s blocked 
punt setting up a TD run by #27 Luke 
Romanek.  Luke on the day was responsible 
for nearly 100 yards of total offense, but the 
Wildcats fell to the Wolverines by the final 
score of 20 to 6. 
 
Left – 14U Head Coach Brian Martineau 
surrenders the Nutfield Trophy to long-time 
Wolverines Head Coach Fred Hamel.   Be 
careful with that trophy Fred…..it’s coming 
back home to Londonderry next year !! 
 
Go Cats !!! 
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Our Little Hero 
By jim Loiselle - EndZone Editor  -  e-mail: Jim.Loiselle@lyfs.org  
Originally published here in the EndZone way back in 2005 we were asked to print it again here below. No football this weekend – enjoy the 
Labor Day holiday and this original poem……….Go Cats !! 

 
The crowd in the stands stood quiet 

The rain had begun to fall 
As much as they wanted to deny it 
their team had just fumbled the ball 

 

He waited in the heat of summer 
and now in the cold of fall 

the coach finally called his number 
but his little hands could not hold on to the ball 

 
If the ball had gone to Johnny or Roy,  

or maybe even better yet to Blake 
But to give the ball to that little boy 

was clearly they thought, a big mistake 
 

A few in the crowd had grimaced 
A few more even let out a moan 

But the stern look from the coach they just witnessed 
told them to leave that boy alone 

 

The crowd began to thin now 
as parents returned to their cars 

To get a win they didn’t know how 
A victory was not in the stars 

 

But wait, hold on…the heavy rain and mud 
caused their opponent to stumble 

On the very next play a crash, a bang, a thud 
and the other team too did fumble 

 

Hurry - Hurry ! - everyone began to shout 
when the offense took to the field. 
Go quickly, time was running out 

With a touchdown the victory would be sealed.  
 

The quarterback fell deep 
Her pass, it took to flight 

The defense was caught asleep 
  Our little boy was split wide right 

 

The ball was thrown low 
and then it was tipped 

But this time the little boy 
would not loosen his grip 

 
The cheerleaders began to yell 

He was well on his way 
He could feel his moms pride swell 

This was to be his big day. 
 

He ran so fast could he be dreaming 
No - No - No - not today 

All he could hear was the announcer screaming 
HE COULD (and did) GO ALL THE WAY !! 
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